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LABOUR OF LOVE 

• Strange things are afoot at The 
Houses Of Parliament. Neil 
Kinnock (who's managed to get 
a bit of time off between appearing 
in pop videos, record industry 
award ceremonies etc) is having a 
press conference. Nothing odd 
about that perhaps, but you see 
there's this weird bloke sitting next 

from Barking. Already well-k 
for his left-wing beliefs, he's 
decided to link up with the Lc 

The package consists of a si 
national tour beginning in Mi _ 
and featuring Billy. The Sid Pres 
Experience (warmly 
recommended by Bitz) and 
someone called Porky The Poet 
(whoever that might be). 

"In the last year I've come into 
contact with so many political 
ideas it's not enough just wanting 

985 is the International Year 

all go through. Young people feel 

getting dumped on." 
"The point of the shows is to 

show people the political power 
they've got," adds Mr Kinnock., 
“We want to give people the tools 

deluge of pop stars to join the 
scheme, though: "A lot of them are 
earning so much money they can't 
come out and admit they support 
Labour." reckons Billy. “But if there 
are any others who want to do it 

to Mr Kinnock. He s occupying 
deputy leader Roy Hattersley's 
chair, but how many senior 
politicians sport battered leather 
jackets and ropey old jeans? (Well. 
Michael Foot might do, but it’s not 

No, B/tzisn’t fooled that easily- 



• They're back! Not one, not two, not three, but four Bib Awards tor 
Gross Stupidity And Generally Having Rather Silly Names For Things go 
to those mysterious Cocteau Twins. Not content with having just 

they have a new 12" single out on March 14 with the utterly bewildering 
“Aikea-Guinea", "Kookaburra", “Quisquose" and “Rococo”. 

Astonishing Fact! (well, almost). The Cocteaus want to “sincerely 
apologise” for cancelling their recent dates due to Elizabeth's ill health. 
They hope to reschedule them soon but impatient types can get refunds 
from the relevantticket offices. 
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- NEW SINGLE - 

/ff&ref/fastAcast 6ear 
(REMIX) 
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CONTRACT OF THE HEART 
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FRANKIE irf 
Frankie Goes To Hollywood are playing at the San Remo Song Festival. 

So are Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet, Bronski Beat, Sade, 
Chaka Khan and an awful lot ofother people. 

Is it one of those nice, quiet affairs where everyone behaves themselves 
and goes to bed early with a hot milk and biscuits? 

No, it’s not. Mark Ellen still hasn’t fully recovered. 
Photos: Eric Watson 

Through tunnels, over bridges, past peaks, across valleys, a 
hired 12-seater minibus is snaking teway down an 

— AC/DC, ZZTop.Pe 
Gabriel - stuffs it in his Walkman, cranks up the vt 
and leans back, blissfully deafened 

We've just passed the borde —- "" 

ie mysterious unshaven figure in the black cloak beside 
me. There’s two photos of B. P. Nash (Profession: 
apprentice electrician): “one before the nose job. one 
after,’ laughs Paul. By the Distinguishing Marks section in 
Mark OToole's passport it reads "birthmark over left eye": 

By the time we've all piled into a nearby restaurant 
Franco's looking badly shaken. 

"I’ll have hot steak, hot carrots and hot peas." says Holly. 
‘And I’ll have hot steakand hot spinach and hot carrots and 
hot chips," says Mark. "Hotveal and hot chips and hot 
carrots and hot peas." demands Nasher.". Hot steak AND 

Holly. "Justthe mussels, ta." says Paul. “... Hot steak AND 
hot veal AND hot spaghetti and ■— -1"'-J *“*-** 
and hot chips and hot peas." sa 
AND hot steak AND hot ve-' * -1 

It's 12 noon the next day. The reception in the group's hotel 
is fair humming with activity. Radio and magazine 
reporters jostle for space with TV crews. Holly Johnson - 
red bow-tie. grey baggy pinstripe suit leather cap on back 
to front-takes a break from searching for a lost crucifix 
"with real diamonds in it" and leans against a mirror to 
inspect his face. "Ooh. la." he sighs. "Look at my crows’ feet! 
Ooh I do envy those Wham! boys. Still so young!" He's 25 
years old today. 

So how does he feel, asl 

___ _ering of international acts. 
“Duran Duran - Welcome To San Remo" read the billboard 
posters by the roadside. "Sade - Welcome To San Remo”. 
Bronski Beat... Spandau... 

"So where'sthe Frankie posters then?" grumbles Nasher 
He's already decided the whole event’s going to be "shite" 
and goes back to hanging out the van window and calling 
anyone who'll listen "a plank”. 
--a and things get worse. Everyone 

_uessful? Nasher: "It’s luck. 
,__ling of the sleeve notes? Holly: 
They're just a reflection of Paul Morley's di-* 

“Shite." Do you prefer bio 
Holly (laughing): “All of them!" 

Ten minutes of this and they all start getting a bit bored. 
“And when we get bored,” as Nash will remind you, “we 

I hear Holly telling someone he was once an apprentice 

become a Hare Krishna. He metTrevor Horn in a sauna 
bath in Amsterdam. Holly has a pet tiger called Tessa “but I 
don’t let it in the living-ror ~" || ■- 
Nasher’s experu 

n". “Two Tribes" is about 
_e Vietnam war. 
ire old hands at this kind of thing 

. He’s heard the stories: about the time Marl 
- , out of Holly’s hotel room -out 

the window ana along a ledge four floors up - just to “give 
him some grief" when he got back later: about how the lads 
refused to do interviews in Rome and just sat around 
spraying people with coca-cola; about how Billy Idol once 
Itllf (f smashing the lads’ flat up and they all lent him a 
handr about how they pelt unwanted fans with wet loo rolls. 

Frankie prepare to terrorise 31 million people: 
«eft-right)Holly Johnson, Paul Rutherford, Nasher 

Continues over the page 
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En route for the TV studios. One of 
these blokes has just drunk three- 

quarters of a bottle of whisky 
(Clue: it's not the one on the right). 

m 



SONGS FROM THE BIG CHAIR 

Available on Album, Chrome Cassette & Compact Disc 

Includes 

SHOUT & MOTHERS TALK 
6 EXTRA tracks on the CASSETTE 

ON TOUR MARCH 22-APRIL 19 
SUPPORTED BY 

ADVENTURES 

TEARS 

FOl 
FEAR 1 
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THE NEW SINGLE 
LIMITED EDITION GATEFOLD T 
INCLUDES FREE RECORD 
■BROTHER BROTHER’(live) 

12" INCLUDES BONUS TRACK 

THE BAD AND LOWDOWN WORLD OF THE KANE GANG KWLP2 
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REVIEWED BY 

ANDY 
KERSHAW 

(of Whistle Test) 

breezy melody curiously 
reminiscent of The Beach Boys. Its 
simplicity and individuality amid 
countless, cowardly records in the 
review pile striving to sound like 
each other is nothing short of 
exhilarating. Good vibrations. 
Single Of the Foi 

ZZ TOP: Legs (WEA) More 
irresistible raunch from the 

However, it's a pity ZZ Top’s 
almighty sound is so often a 
medium for dodgy sexist 

from “Eliminator” than there are 
tracks on the LP.No? 

THE FIRM: Radioactive 
(Atlantic) It’s a little known fact, 

or possibly a huge lie, that former 
Free vocalist Paul Rodgers and 
Led Zeppelin guitarist Jimmy Page 
teamed up and recorded this 
‘metal for modernists’ single 
especially to march into the m 
battle known to millions of Wt 

y? We should 
PRINCE: Let’s Go Crazy 
(WEA) Let’s go crazy? — 
know by now that Prince is 
incapable of doing anything so 
unpredictable. And, lest we follow 
his advice, he appears to employ 

>untainous muscle-bound 

spray-on sweat. We should not be 
too hard on Prince, however. H~:c- 

(Someone warn the postman - 

SHEENA EASTON: Sugar 
Walls (EMI) A few seconds after 
lowering the stylus onto Sheena, I 
forgot I had put the record on and 
tried to play another. If a record 
isn’t made to grab the listener’s 
attention then it should never be 
made. Like most records today, 

mid-Atlantic metal formula for 
mass-sales of filing-cabinet-down- 
the-liftshaft drums and lots of 
sparkling synths (and it’s produced 
by Prince too). The record industry 
has little imagination and it is 
easier to homogenise music than 
promote individuality. 

overshadow a nice voice. Get 
yourself a distinctive band, Juliar 

THE BOOTHILL FOOT- 

The Boothills has a lovely voice. 
Guitarist, Kevin Walsh, has not. He 

TERRY AND GERRY: 
Clothes Shop (In Tape) Last 
yearV’Butter’s On The Bread” EP 

as sharp as a carrot. "Clothes 
Shop" is a witless and pointless 
follow-up. Terry and Gerry's live 
set is packed with pokey ditties, so 
why release this? I hope it's just a 
temporary error by the little label 
that has so far brought us the 
splendid Marc Riley and Yeah 
YeahNoh. 
SPELT LIKE THIS: Contract 
Of The Heart (EMI) 
Pretentious, fussy packaging - it 

ROARING BOYS: Every 
Second Of The Day (Epic) 

■[ Epic Records set their stylists 
■ loose on a group of former 

The Models, hire a haulage firm 

s pork chops 
idge. Cyndi I 

in Morrissey's 
.auperisoneofthe 
ill daring to break 

entertainment. Although “Money” 
is not her best effort, I'd still like to | 
take her round to my Dad's for tea 
and bribe her to dance on the table. j 
Mr Kershaw Senior. a respected j 
headmaster approaching 
retirement, could only be charm. 

I ("They’d better be. We’ve spent 
I enough on them”). Resist the 
I alluring fringes, dreamy eyes, soft 

I sleeve photo Be honest with 
I yourself. Hear it and admit it. . . 

assorted all-star buddies band-aid 
together to assist famine relief in 
Africa. Although the Geldof and 
l ire collaboration was a staggering 

"Do They Know It's 
vasin itself a duff 
•ation" however, is 

metody with AH Campbell s n meiooy wun « 

I ra: 



All our standard 7" singles are 
down to £1.25 from the 15th of 
February up to the 4th of March. 

That’s our entire collection, 
including the Top 40. 

So cut along to W. H. Smith 
and make the most of our offer. 

© 
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ATAXON 
THE PRESS IS A 

TAX ON YOU 
There are strong 
reasons to believe 
the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer is 
planning to impose 
VAT on your 
magazine. 

Such a move would 
turn the clock back 
130 years-the last 
tax on the Press was 
repealed in 1855. 
Since then ‘No tax on 
knowledge’ has been 
a principle agreed by 
all Governments, 
even in the darkest 
days of war. 

A free Press is a tax-free Press. 
No Government should be given the power to 

impose financial pressure on a Press it may not like. 

Write to your MP insisting that he says ‘NO’ to any 
tax on reading. 

Its easy to* 
complain about 
advertisements. 
But which ones? 

Every week millions of advertisements 
appear in print, on posters or in the cinema. 

Most of them comply with the rules 
contained in the British Code of Advertising 
Practice. 

But some of them break the rules and 
warrant your complaints. 

If you’re not sure about which ones they 
are, however, drop us a line and we ll send you 
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code. 

Then, if an advertisement bothers / 
you. you'll be justified in bothering us. 

The Advertising Standards Authority, w 
If an advertisement is wrong,we’re here to put it right. 
ASA Ltd, Dept 2 Brook House.Totrington Place, London WC1E 7HN 

Got a question about pop? 
There’s nothing (well 
almost nothing) Linda can’t 
answer. Send her a 
postcard: Linda, Get Smart, 
52-55 Carnaby Street, 
London W1V1PF. 

Could you please find out 
how the £1.45 spent on a T 

He is divided up? For 
mple, does the artist get 

50p, the record shop 10p, 
the publisher 15p, etc.? 
Duran Duran Fan, York. 
• Unfortunately, it's not quite as 
simple as all that. The British 

er, put together the 

representative of the industry 
average: VAT-18p, record dealer 
—25p, artist- 17p, distribution - 
21 p, music publisher- 8p, design 

manuf acturi ng -16p, total A & R 
costs (artists' advances, recording 

record company overheads 
(anything from salaries to the 
coffee machine) -17p. I might add 
that, in general, singles do not 
make very much money for either 
record company or artist but are 
merely used as vehicles to shift 

red patent leather high- 
heeled boots and singing 
along to “Hot In The City” by 
Billy Idol! Also, how many 
singles have they released? 
King Fan, Aberdeen; Susan 
Pilgrim, Colchester. 
• He says not. “I've never ever 
had a day-time job. The nearest I 
got was when I worked in the 
banqueting hall of a medieval 
monastery in Coventry. I even 
wore a monk’s robe." No, not quite 
the same thing. King's singles on 
CBS are: “Love And Pride” (May 
'84), “Soul On My Boots" (Jul ’84), 
“Won't You Hold My Hand" 
(Nov '84) and "Love And Pride" 
(re-issue, Dec 84). 

I hope you can help. I’m a 
fully qualified beauty 
therapist/make-up artist/ 
masseuse and I desperately 
want to get a job working as 
a personal make-up artist 
with bands and artists on 

Please find out if Paul King 
of King once owned a shop 
in London’s Kensington 
Market. I'm sure he’s the 
same guy we saw down 
there, when he was wearing 

■r. Can you supply any 

• Creative Workforce is t 

This space is donated in the in 



specialise in catering to the music 
and fashion trade and have on 
their books everyone from 
photographers and designers to 
make-up artists and stylists. They 
insist they're “always looking for 
new people” and arrange 
interviews every week- phone 
them on: (01) 439 7423. Already 
established on their books are 
make-up artists Maggie Baker and 
Lynne Easton, cosmetically 
responsible for Adam Ant and Boy 
George, respectively. Maggie 
started out as a sales assistant in a 
cosmetics firm and worked up from 
there. She advises other hopefuls 
that, for this job, you need “a good 
eye for colour, a good firm hand, 
good ideas and an exceedingly 
good temperament to be able to 
put up with people" .Lynne Easton, 
on the other hand, embarked on a 
cosmetic course but now writes it 
off as a “load of rubbish”, 
recommending a course at an Art 
College instead. “I was really, 
really shy when I began," she 
adds, “so you have to learn to be 
confident- it's essential when you 
have to walk into a studio full of 
people you've never met before." 

I’d tike to know where the 
two girls in Strawberry 
Switchblade get all their 

• They buy mostly from little 
corner shops or jumble sales in 
Glasgow, but have been known to 
pick up the odd item in Oxford 
Street. Prices can vary, but the 
cheap jewellery stall downstairs in 
Carnaby Street can offer identical 
bracelets for around £3 upwards. 

• Basically a housing 
organisation, you'll find the Co-op 
at 59 Cross Street, Islington, 

is that they take over local Council 
property at a reduced rent- 
usual ly around £10 per week - with 
the understanding that they 
promise to carry out all repairs 
themselves. To become a 
member, you must first attend 
three group meetings- write for 
details. Another centre with 
"anarchist leanings” is Molly's 
Cafe, a vegan restaurant/ 

Smash Hits Reader, Li 

• It’s widely accepted that Beck 
was among thefourgreatest rock 
guitarists of the late '60s/early '70s 
-alongside Jimmy Page, Eric 
'God' Clapton and Jimi Hendrix- 
but in terms of popularity, it may be 
fair to say that even these have 
been surpassed by the larger- 
than-life figure of Eddie Van Halen. 
The American magazine Creem 
recently conducted a survey to find 
the readers' choice of 'Best 
Guitarist' and this is what they 

Rose and Jill already own up to 
having collected “two huge 
cardboard egg-crates full of cheap 

Can you tell me what John 
Taylor’s favourite colour is? 
And do any of Duran Duran 
have pets? 
Debbie H„ Grimsby. 
• JThasfwofavouritecolours- 
black and red - but no pets. Simon 
is similarly pet-iess but both Andy 
and Roger have dogs; Andy's is a 
Jack Russell called Charley, while 
Roger owns a boxer who answers, 
poor soul, to the name Roxy. 
Finally, it's common knowledge 
that Nick is the big cat-lover- his 
moggie Sebastian almost became 
a household name a couple of 
years back but Nick too is currently 
'without pet' as he’s unable to 

almost next door to the Black 
Sheep. However, nobody appears 
to know its exact address. 

performers was a gorgeous 
hunk called Robin George. 
Can you tell me everything 
about him and if there's an 

• He fsa bit of a hunk, isn't he? 
Maybe it's his soft brown eyes, or 
the way his hairfalls to frame his 
finely-boned face. Maybe. (Not 
interrupting anything, am I?-Ed.) 

Wolverhampton on April 31958 
and previously played with the 
Climax Blues Band, Magnum and 
bearded person Roy Wood, as well 
as producing near rock ‘legends’ 
Diamond Head and Wrathchild. 
Priortothis, his only claim to fame 
was that his sister Trudi-Jo George 
was pretty famous for her 
modelling pursuits. However, he's 
just released a single "Spy” and an 

Can you settle an argu 

came up with: 1) Eddie Van Halen, 
2) Jimmy Page, 3| Mick Mars 
(Motley Crue), 4) The Edge (U2), 
5) Warren de Martini (Ratt), 
6) Jake E. Lee (Ozzy Osbourne), 
7) Dee Stevens (Billy Idol Band), 
8) Mathias Jads (Scorpions), 
9) Andy Taylor (Duran Duran) and 
10) Stevie Ray Vaughan. The 
Cambridge-based Guitarist 

Dorset-based Guitar. “John 
Williams is the world-accepted 
best guitarist", they say . Then the 
Sounds poll came up with Ritchie 
Blackmore while the Melody 
Makeropted again for The Edge. 
However, Dire Straits’ Mark 
Knopfler felt he knew something 
about guitarists and elected to 
supply his own 'alternative' list: 
1) James Burton (Elvis Presley 
Band), 2) Eric Clapton, 3) Jimi 
Hendrix, 4) Scotty Moore (Elvis 
Presley Band), 5)Django 
Reinhardt (The Hot Club Of 

glass) 
Nicky 

asked this, he exclaimed “Oh, 
Lord!”. I suppose he thought 
“Heeyy! Whata crazy question!”). 
Anyway, it was a great day for 
Manchester when Mrs Read gave 
birth to a bouncing baby boy all 
those years ago on March 1,1952 
(he says). As a teenager he would 
make some extra pocket-money 
by doing commentaries for locai 
cricket matches and it was through 

prompt!} 

he too was on the Big L pay-roll 
until 18 months later when he yet 
again followed in Peter 'Pinky' 
Powell's footsteps all the way 
to the BBC. Let's just say, like, that 
the rest is just, like, history. OK? 



SAY YOU’RE WRONG 

THE NEW SINGLE 

JL3 

PRODUCED BY PHIL RAMONE 

Taken from the Album VALOTTE (JLLP1). 
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MICK JAGGER - JUST ANOTHER NIGHT 

DO YOU REALLY WANT MY LOVE • JUNIOR 
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6 JOKE 
OUR HORRIBLE PERSONALITIES ON EVERYONE!” 

And they’re perfectly serious. They hate U2. They loathe Wham! and Culture Club. 
They detest Howard Jones. And they’re not terribly kind to Chris Heath either. 

* 
o you want me to smash your 
face in or something?” Killing 
Joke’s lead singer, Jaz 
Coleman, leans forward and 
prods me gently on the cheek in 
warning. I’m sitting rather 
nervously on a high stool in the 
middle of a warehouse-turned- 
photographic studio. Still, I 

_ was warned that they’ve got a 
dii. oi a reputation for this sort of thing. 

“We really get up people’s noses,” boasts 
drummer Paul Ferguson with obvious pride. 
“People are right. We are an arrogant bunch of 

“Us being successful,” gloats guitarist 
Geordie, plainly chuffed by the chart placing of 
their “Love Like Blood” single, “means a lot of 
trouble. For other people.” 

“Now .. .’’Raven, their bassist, continues, 
“we’re going to inflict our horrible personalities 

“YdonTthmk Killing Joke are the sort of lads 
you would take home to meet your parents. 

"1 
At least not for the time 

being. After all, this is what 
they Ve been waiting for ever 

since Jaz and Paul got together in Cheltenham 
in mid 1979, to be joined shortly after by Geordie 

\ exclaims Jaz defiantly.“ We’ve 

a big audience. We’ve got a fit 
single. We’re not going a 

project of progressive significance. And, apart 
from that, it was the culmination of the emotion 
of travelling from one industrial wasteland to 
the next. And also the way I worry about the 

So now we know. But why Iceland, of all 

finished. “It took three years to complete,” he 
says. “It’s currently being reviewed by a man 
from the Birmingham Philharmonic Orchestra 
- I’m going to see him this afternoon.” 

After three months in Iceland Jaz relented, 
said his 'sorrys’, and restarted the band. “I 
missed the excitement of the concerts and the 
people,” he now reveals. “The idea of alienating 
myself in the wilderness on some farm is against 
my nature.” But isn’t he likely to bunk off 
somewhere else when the fancy takes him and 
leave the band in the lurch again? 

“I don’t think so,” he answers, though he’s 
obviously given it some thought. “I’ve got the 
deal that if I do I’ll tell everyone in the band 
beforehand. I made that clear when we started 

-/anted to create a band of--- _ 
new it would be a long hard struggle.” 
And it was, though it didn’t seem so at first, 

heir first single, a surprisingly poppy affair 
ailed “Nervous System”, created a bit of a stir, 
_ j *u-1-lent “Wardance/Psyche” and 

wmmt 
mm lf 

for 
I ba 
| dn 

■ § 
“Requiem” singles, and the “Killing Joke” LP gained an apprecia 
seemed to really get the ball rolling. Suddenly understands, 
thousands of malevolent-looking leather-clad “There’s a con ta 

iation of what we do” but J t 

_ing leather-clad 
are flocking to Killing Joke concerts to 

then that following has never deserted them, 
possibly because they’re “the best live band in 
the world - devastating - people leave our gigs 
with a sense of imbalance and shock”. 

Nevertheless the record buying public did 
seem to lose interest in their records - apart 
from one single, “Empire Song”, off their third 
LP “Revelations”. It sneaked into the bottom of 
the charts but, after a quick look at the band on 
Top Of The Pops, the nation gave them the 
thumbs down and the record disappeared. 

Soon afterwards Jaz vanished. It later 
transpired he’d upped and fled to Iceland 
without so much as a goodbye or a postcard to 
the rest of the band. What happened? 

“The best way to explain it is that I’m an 
imperfect species with a vision of something 
perfect,” explains Jaz. “I couldn’t really see any 

-ir,” he agrees, though 
e’s quick to deny any suggestion that such hard 
ids as Killing Joke could be wimpii """ 

Hold on. That doesn’t sound very nice. I mean, 
what if everybody just looked after themselves? 

“The world would be a better place,” Jaz 
replies flatly, obviously finding my concern 
rather amusing. “The weaker would fall and the 
strong would get stronger.” 

I see. I wonder if I should mention Band Aid, 
but one look at the four of them leering at me is 
enough to put me off. So “looking after oneself’ 
is really what Killing Joke are all about? 

“Killing Joke is a vehicle for our own personal 
destinies, our own freedoms,” answers Jaz 
evasively. Paul expands the point: “We will use 
anythingto our utmost advantage.” 

Charming. I’m beginning to really warm to 
these kind-hearted sensitive blokes. 

“We’ll take any opportunity that arises,” 
continues Jaz with growing contempt. “There’s 
no sort of vile Christian morality with us,” he 
adds, spitting out 'Christian’ as if it were the 
most obnoxious and repulsive word imaginable. 

Presumably then, I guess, they’ve no qualms 
about having big hit singles, going on Top Of 
The Pops, and becoming rich pop stars? 

“WeVe got no qualms about anything 
actually,” replies Paul emphatically. “We’re 

ry selfish people.” 

3 just that people have people might 1 
f what wprin” hut..lav into softies. “F 

_.._intense now 
-je of the contrast. There are elements of 
tranquility prior to explosion.” 

As I scratch my head he explains further: 
“Our objective these days is to be in total control 
of our environment. We meet interesting people 
and inflict our music upon them. It’s a great 
music. A beautiful music. A music exclusively 
for the’80s. 

‘Teople should listen to 'Love Like Blood’,” he 
continues, “I think it’s a very moving and 
disturbing piece of music. It was recorded at a 
difficult time in my life and it adds an emotional 
depth to the charts. It’s a pleasant change.” 

The next single, a song called “Kings And 
Queens”, apparently sums up the Killing Joke 
philosophy of life. “It’s about the necessity of just 
looking after oneself,” Jaz sneers with 

KilL-e--- 

nasty things and being a bit 
threatening. But under this 
pretence of being horrible and 

suspectthat the reL" Kilfi^g 
Joke are actually rather 
unpleasant too. Are they really 

“No, we’re not,” objects Jaz,* though I suspect 
he quietly regards the suggestion as a 
compliment. “We don’t take no crap though,” 
adds Geordie quickly, doubtless concerned that 

eople might think Killing Joke are turning 
ito softies. “People think we’re rude,” explains 

They most certainly do speak their minds. In 
fact they’ve got absolutely no tolerance at all for 
their fellows in the chart. 

U2 are “vile Christian creatures”, The Big 
Sound Authority are “Paul Weller’s little 
cancerous offgrowth”, and as for Wham! and 
Culture Club, Paul says he personally objects 
“to their facile natures, what they perpetuate”. 

But they reserve their real venom for poor old 
Howard Jones. “He’s insipid,” spits Paul. “ Very 

ipid.Hisn 

k somebody like th 
ic scene . The fact ti 

-jible way, in every aspect. I 
like that epitomises the entire 

_^~e fact that someone is in that 
sort of position and does that sort of rubbish, 
that piffle. It perpetuates the mindlessness of 
the record buying market, patronises young 
people. It’s vile. Inexcusable. Severe measures 
should be taken.” 
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(And very little money) 

£4.79 £4.79 £4.79 

John Menzies 
For people who appreciate music... and money. 

Record departments throughout Britain, with a huge selection of albums, 7" and 12" singles, tapes, accessories and record tokens 
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ADRIATIC RIVIERA 

holiDAY and 
NIGHT 

From any U.K. airport, a comfortable direct flight 
takes you to Rimini, on the Adriatic Riviera: 60 miles of 
sandy beach, sun, amusements and trips. A holiday gi¬ 
ving you much more than you will be spending: among 
so many people amusing themselves, there is an ex¬ 
clusive treatment of special care for you. You will be a 
friend, not a number. 

BOOK NOW THROUGH YOUR TRAVEL AGENT 

For further information contact: 
Italian State Tourist Office (ENIT), 
1 Princes Street, London W1R 8AY (Phone 01-4081254). 

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 
* ADRIATIC RIVIERA OF EMILIA ROMAGNA * 

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 
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CROSSWORD 
DEP INTERNATIONAL 
-present- 

TWO NEW SINGLES 

I’M NOT FOOLED 
b/w THE PILLOW 

(Remix) 
Released 25 2 85.0B40 s latest single from tbe album GEFFERY MORGAN 

SUPERSTAR 
b/w BABY LOVE 

: latest single from the forthcoming album CROSSOVER 
lining Soon (Watch This Space) - 

M1KEY DREAD’S latest single from the double album 
PAVE THE WAY (Parts 1& 2) 

ECHO BASE’S new single from the debut album BUY ME 



SEVEN YEARS AGO they were an art-school rock band with Adam Ant as singer. 
FOUR YEARS AGO they performed wearing bear costumes with Mickey Mouse ears. 

THESE DAYS they’re in danger of actually becoming popular1. Please meet: 

HE ONQCH ROME ET 
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It’s getting worse everyday 

starvation 
UB40 * MADNESS * PIONEERS • SPECIALS * GENERAL PUBLIC • DICK CUTHELL 

•ANNIE WHITEHEAD - AFRODIZIAK • GASPER LAWAL- 

tamtam 
pour 
I’ethiopie 
MANU DIBANGO'M’BAMINA* KING SUNNY ADE*SALIF KEITA-TOURE KUNDA 

•MORY KANTE-GHETTO BLASTER' SOUZY KASSEYA * RAY LEMA' 

help sustain the work already done 

| a 7”&4TRACK 12”SINGL£ —JAZZ 3—JAZZ 3 12yJ> 
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WRITE To: SMASH HITS,52-55CARNABY STREET,LONDON W1V IFF 
THE BEST LETTER GETS A £10 RECORD TOKEN 

Am I the only one who requires an 
interpreter to understand what 
Prince is really saying? Why can't 
~iy ‘thanks’ like normal people? 

_ ,_eryone is getting sick of 
the amazing pictures of Holly 
Johnson so, not to bore anyone, 
here's a picture of Holly’s Mum. 
AnEmptyf •- « >er Can In Mark’s Flat, 

.S. Did anyone realise that on 

^bathin'* 
■29. Mark O'Toole wa 

Yours wonderingly, 

ive onto a burning human bonfire, 
J *u-usands of Jews died of 

on as they layin hiding to 

forced to work 18 hours a day in 

stomachs, and whentiiey coUapsed 
they were shot or beaten and kicked 
for fun and made to do physical 
exercises. They were then forced to 
bury their own fellow Jews, before 
being stripped of their pride and 
being gassed to death. 

Why did this happen? This 

bodyguards when he goes to the 

I would be very surprised if no 

fed up when he had to pick his award 
up on the British Industry Awards on 
BBC 1. Is he meant to run onto the 

The Price Is Right and ral 
15 minutes about how grateful he is? 
Nick Heyward’s Squint. Samantha Southwell. 

It’s not that I find you callous or 
cruel-hearted, Sally dear, but I do 
object to you claiming toe ~r' 

but nobody’s home. Toys in the 
"he kangaroo’s loose in the 

J“1- ..(OK, Tine. I think 

o 



_an that they are BORING. 
I think Tom Hibbert must be 

extremely boring, in fact ULTRA 
BORING. MEGA UGLY and 
extremely IGNORANT to go blastin 
his mouth off like that. Unlike most 
pop groupsof todayUke Duran 

And finally, a warning; failure to 
acknowledge and comply with these 
corrections will provoke prosecution 
under the Publication a False/ 

2025AD., Section 089/a, paragraph 
709. Conviction carries a sentence of 
120 days. Also the usage of an image 
of a judge towards furthering 

payable at your local Justice Dept. 

^ Yours Dreddfully, 

This is great. More, me 

Dear Black Type. 

Hits at the local newsagent and. 
the same time, Phil Oakey was i 

This is obviously much more 
interesting than a Morrissey 

Michael And Helen. 

If you say so. 

ils, Anyway, surely a count 
>ur million unemployed ca 

While browsing through a v. trendy 

this picof Keith Chegwin and sister 
at a very early age. Don't you just love 

Madness Fan. Newcastle upon Tyne. 

Dear Black Type 
In your latest issue. I notice that all 

the staff of Smash Hits have received 
titles- e.g. Sir Mark Ellen. Did I miss 
out on something? When did this 
great occasion occur? Or is it just 
your writers getting a bit high on the 
smell of Tippex and eating chewy 
--ire 2p each9 

i^l 
LETTERS 





LEARNER MOTORCYCLISTS. 

WHAT YOU 
DON’T KNOW 

CAN COST 
YOU A LOT. 

If you're still learning to ride a motorcycle 
with a provisional licence then here’s something 
you should know 

It is vital that your provisional licence is valid 
for Group D vehicles li.e. motorcycles). 

If it isn't you’ll be riding illegally which could 
cost you a fine and possibly disqualification. 
Without Group D on your licence you might not 
even be insured. 

Think what that might cost you. 
Provisional motorcycle licences are only valid 

for 2 years. If yours has already expired it will cost 
you a 12-month wait to re-apply; that's a year 
without the use of your bike. 

Don't wait for your licence to expire, take 
your tests as soon as possible. 

Now that you know what it 
can cost, make sure you check 
your licence today 

Forms for a replacement provisional licence 
and applications for motorcycle tests are available 
at your nearest post office. 



ANOTHER GREAT SMASH HITS GIVE AWAY 

The postman’s just been in. Worn out he was. 
Moaning about the stairs. Lett this massive 
parcel, mumbled something about “my bad 
back” and staggered off. Two minutes later 
he’s back. Knackered. Left another massive 
parcel. We had to administer two cups of tea, a 
chicken Pot Noodle and half a packet of Jaffa 
Cakes before he could regain the power of 
speech. “Better be something important," he 
muttered darkly, “or else.” 

It was, of course. One of the parcels 
contained copies of the excellent new Tears 
For Fears LP, “Songs From The Big Chair”. 
Curt and Roland have given us SO of them. And 
the other parcel? Copies of the wonderful new 
Smiths LP “Meat Is Murder”. 50 of them too. 
Signed by all of the group. 

So 50 extremely fortunate persons are going 
to win a copy of each. 

Here’s a question (well, three actually). 
1) Which well-known singer recently 

appeared on the cover of Smash Hits clutching 
a cat? 

2) Which member of Tears For Fears has a 
cat called Zero Algebra Waldorf Churchill? 

3) Which of these is not a pop singer? a) Meat 
Loaf, b) Fish, c) Keith Sausages, 
or d) John Cougar Mellencamp. 

Bung the three answers, in the right order, 
on a postcard or the back of an envelope and 
aim it at Smash Hits Smiths/Tears For Fears 
Competition, 14 Holkham Road, Orton 
Southgate, Peterborough PE2 OYJ to arrive no 
later than March 13. That very day the lovely 
Veronica will pluck 50 right answers at random 
from the sack and they’ll earn their senders a 
signed Smiths and TFF LP apiece. 

Chop chop. 

o 





ALISON MO YET is a singer, mum-to-be, owner of a house in the country 
and a collector of dodgy videos. But there’s something more to her 
life . . .something brown, feathery, lurking in a hutch in the garden. 

Tom Hibbert suspects . . . SI FOWL PLAY 



IN A SPECIAL BAG 

WITH 
FoUrFree 
PlOrURE PosJCaRDs RAULNOUN 

JUSSI 
COMPETTTK 

ON SHLEN0MI& EVeRy Week 



AS FEATURED IN THE FILM 
TEACHERS’ 

ROMAN HOLLIDAY 
THE NEW SINGLE 

‘ONE FOOT BACK IN YOUR DOOR’ 
ON 7" & 12"- 

BOTH IN COLOUR 
PICTURE BAGS. 

WHO COMES TO BOOGIE 

12" CONTAINS 
2BONUS TRACKS 

‘STANDBY’ 
AND 

‘DON’T TRY 
TO STOP IT’ 



HERE'S TWO 
THEIR RECORD COMPANIES 

© 



NEW GROUPS 
WANT YOU TO LIKE THEM 

ew equipment, touring 
nd, of course, to pay 
lives. Not exactly rolling 

£8,000ayear apiece. 
“If we do make a living out of 

this," smiles Paul, “which we 
seem to be taking for granted in 
this interview, the most 
important thing will be to keep a 
perspective on things. First and 
foremost, we’re in it for the 
music and the excitement that 
generates, and If we do 

steamThope we’ll* havethe 
sense to give up. But that’s all a 

m 





A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO 

G0-G0 
“Go-Go” is a new blend 
of funk and rap from 
Washington D.C.. 
It’s “a lot better than 
electro or hip-hop”. 
It’s got its own style of 

because of the loo .flexible format 

It’s got ft 

< songs which often incorporate 
...,a.hy, African-style percussion 
interludes. These "jams” are held in 
huge auditoriums which hold upto 
20,000 fans and usually feature 
three or four bands like Trouble 
Funk, E.U. (Experience Unlimited) 
and Rare Essence. The trumpet- 

They call Washington D.C. 
“Chocolate City”. Not because it's 
the home of a thriving confectionary 
industry, but because 80% of its 
population are black. It's a city which 
is slowly but surely stealing the 
limelight from New York's flagging 

player of Rare.... 
Benny who, along with his own band 
The Masters, is currently providing 
the British charts with their first taste 
of Go-Go in “Who Comes To 
Boogie?” 

“Go-Go's been going strong in 
Washington for about ten years 
now, “explains Benny. “It's 
developed from the kind of soul that 
James Brown used to play- lots of 
horns and good rhythm. But Chuck 
Brown is probably the man 
responsible for starting it. He's been 
my inspiration throughout my 

fill in the time- so they play music or 
dance at thegigs. It could happen in 
any city, really." 

Anotherfeature of Go-Go is the 
rapping which includes lots of freaky 
phrases like" Let's get small!” and 
" Numb to the max! Cries of "Say 
what?" and “Holler at me!" are 
greeted with raucous replies from 
fens—it's clearly a more “human” 
kind of music than hip-hop. There's 
less'technology' involved. 

” It's a lot better than the electro 
stuff," agrees Benny, “becausethe 
kids can really get into the groove. 
Go-Go music does use synthesizers 
and drum machines but they’re 

There's a distinctive style of Go-Go 
dancing as well, called" Happy 
Feet", according to Benny. 

“ It can be anything from a simple 
slde-to-side, front-to-back shuffle 
with the arms waving in the air, to a 
more physical dance with couples 
rocking back and forward, clashing 

chestsintimetothebeat. 'Happy 
Feet' is basically anything you want 
to do. It's the rhyf/imthat's the most 
important thing." 

Some people have been quick to 
criticise Go-Go records for all 
sounding the same. Benny's having 

“The basic rhythm is adopted by 

identifies Go-Go music but the 
various bands are all very different. 
For instance, Trouble Funk are 
heavily influenced by the electro 
sound while Rare Essence have 
more in common with early funk 
bands like Kool & The Gang. There's 
quite a rivalry between the bands in 
Washington." 

Little Benny's single, "Who 
Comes To Boogie?”, typifies the 
party mood of the Go-Go scene, 
being choc-a-bloc with brass and 
frequent shouts of “Say what?" 
Go-Go itself may not last as long as 
Hip-Hop but, if you're looking for 
something new, exciting and highly 
danceable, you may well find it in the - 

BELOW: Little Benny (and friends) demonstrate “Happy Feet”: 

. . . hip shaking ... ... chest bumping (can be painful).and back to bum bumping . 
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THE BRITISH RECOR 



D INDUSTRY AWARDS 
★ You saw Prince. You heard Frankie. You felt the warmth of Whaml’s si 
You watched the TV show but now read THE FULL STORY! Somewhere 
among the chinking glasses, catty comments and popping flashbulbs - 
Neil Tennant is keeping a seat for you. Colour photos: Paul Rider 

Discontent is seething in the press telephone’^’ with Prince a 

hacks are up in the balcony above the 
main hall where all the important 
guests aredining/The manfrom The 

Evening Standard keeping trotting off 
to see who’s here. I tuck into the 

outside the posh Grosvenor House 

inexplicably, bawling “The Union Of 
The Snake” at the tops of their voices. 

Not thar inexplicably, actually. 

The reason for the avalanche of pop 

die 1985 British Record Industry 

the awards doled out over lunch but *One photographer at my table asks 
this year it’s an extravaganza based on another if he’s going to hang round in 
the American Grammy awards: live the foyer to phntnoranh Wham i when 
TV coverage, lashings of stars, a 

) bodyguards sit at 

did you talk to me about?” I ask them. 
“We were struck dumb,” confesses 

Jill. Apparently there was no 

Wolfgang. 

Industry who’ve organised the event, 
saying things like “One in every four 
records sold anywhere has a British 

: when you think about it). 

Cassidy marches out, not quite as 
tanned as George Michael who’s 

orange. He looks very well, 

stops and says ‘Hello’ to me, before 
having his pic taken with Mark O’Toole. 

The Frankie lads are looking pretty 
“bladdered”, as you’d expect, 
discussing where to go on to. They 

of Mark’s brothers are playing in a 
group called Phantasee. Holly is 
wandering round, very relaxed: 
“ ‘Elio, lar,” he says, “I’mpissed. ” 

Strawberry Switchblade, their 

Bronski Beat’s < 

the ceremony. Will he turn up? 
Time for dinner. As I sit down, Nik 
Kershaw and his wife scurry past, 
pursued by photographers, looking 
for their table. A minute later, Sting 
and Trudi Styler emerge from the 

lost. Sting’s ne 

look; Trudi looks very pregnant. 
Oooh! There’s Kim Wilde and her 

, : a few hours since Clive Ponting 
was found innocent and Kinnock is 
busy telling the press that 
“responsibility” goes “right to the 
top” when his wife tells him it’s time 

“Coming, Glen,” he shouts and 

lh And^ a few minutes later, do I. 

WHO WON WHAT 
Artist: Paul Young 

st British Single: “Relax” by Frankie Goes to Hollywood 
* Best International Artist/Group: Prince And The Revolutic 
* Best British LP: “Diamond Life” by Sade 

—ck: “Purple Rain” by Prince 
d: “Hole In My Shoe' by nell 
imer: Frankie Goes To Hollywood 

-»: “The Wild Boys” by Duran Duran 
* Outstanding Contribution to British Music: The Police 
* Special Award: Bob Geldof and Midge Ure 
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£250,000 butthe asking price 
has gone up to £325,000 so it1 
no deal... House Hunter 2. Ji 
Moss nas also missed out on 
buying his dream home. A 
£300,000 job in St John's Wo 

le, has finally decided 
nto his £500,000 shack 
stead. Neighbours 
on to the fact when they 
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STICKER BOOK STICKERS 


